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I am writing to you as the Officer duly authorised to make representations on behalf of the
Licensing Authority, in regard to and support of the premises licence review submitted by the
Home Office (Immigration Enforcement Team) for Mr Sushi, 152 Station Road, Harrow,
HA1 2RH.
The Licensing Authority has recently become aware of continued Home Office enforcement and
the premises lack of compliance with Immigration requirements; thus leading to a negitive
impact on the Licensing Act 2003 objective of the prevention of Crime and Disorder
In addition to the above, the Councils Licensing Team has sort to actively engage with the
premises, with both the Premises Licence Holder Ms Li Hua Tian and Site Manager Mr Long Tian
via multiple site visits and subsequent written advice; in order to align site practice with
requirements of the existing Premises Licence. However despite these attempts to work
collectively the premises has failed to uphold the requirements of their licence.
The premises remains uncompliant with multiple breaches of condition including the carrying on
the unauthorised activity of supplying off sales of alcohol and as such is subject to a
Section 19 Closure Notice under the Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001. This was served
by Licensing Officer Charlene Ellis on 19th December 2019 on Ms Li Hua Tian and Mr Long
Tian due to conditions of their existing authorisations not being met and Licensing Act
objectives not being upheld.
Despite repeated assurances to undertake immediate remedial action, to date, this has
not been completed and matters have not been recified. Lack of adherance to the licence and
the repeated employment of persons without the legal permissions to work in the UK,
as raised by the Home Office Enforcement Team, raises serious concerns as to the suitability
of Li Hua Tian and Long Tian to both manage the premises and uphold the legal responsibilities
that are required of a licence holder.
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